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Introduction to St.Croix Pellet Stoves


St. Croix Wood Pellet Stoves are designed to burn premium wood pellets; currently wood pellets are being manufac-
tured throughout the United States and in Canada. The unique method by which this fuel is consumed produces high
efficiency ratings while maintaining an extremely low ash content level. There are three standard pellet stove configura-
tions which we offer; the Freestanding stove, Insert stove, and the Zero-Clearance Fireplace stove; all of which
produce identical heat output BTU ratings and have been safety tested per the following:


Tested per: UL1482, CAN/ULC S627-M90, B366.2M/APFI and Oregon
Administrative Rules: 814-23-900 thru 814-23-909


The following four fans/motors are standard in all St. Croix Wood Pellet Stove models, they are the: Combustion
Exhaust Fan, Room Air Fan, Auger Motor and the Self-Cleaning Grate Motor. The PC Board Control Box enhances
the reliability of stove performance and also increases the simplicity of customer operations. The stove requires a 120
Volt AC power source and draws a nominal current value of 3 Amperes.
The stove operates using a top feed auger system; where wood pellets are stored in either a 40 or 70 pound hopper,
then auger driven up through the auger tube and gravity dropped from the drop tube into the Burn Pot. The stove also
operates using a negative pressure system, where exhaust gases are being expelled through the exhaust port at a faster
rate than which fresh air can be delivered into the inlet port. Since an internal negative pressure system exists, the
potential for smoke and other hazardous gases escaping from within the firebox and out into the room have been
considerably decreased in comparison to a positive pressure system. The reason for this is, that when using a negative
pressure system, room air actually wants to be pulled into the firebox as opposed to a positive pressure system, where
exhaust gases are being forced from the firebox and potentially into the room.


Pellet stoves are typically an automated controlled heating appliance, where extensive supervision generally is not
necessary during operation, but even so, it's wise to be educated on various combustion characteristics that may cause
potential safety hazards; such as a situation where excessive smoke and black soot may adhere to the viewing glass
surface, this is a sign of either too many pellets or not enough air to create the correct combustion ratio. It's important
to understand the significance of how a correctly installed and well maintained pellet stove can greatly effect the
performance and safety level of operation. Even though there is considerably less work to burning a pellet stove in
comparison to a conventional wood stove; a daily, periodic and yearly preventive maintenance program faithfully
needs to be followed. The type of pellet fuel and the amount of fuel burned daily along with other various conditions
will contribute to the frequency of required stove maintenance.
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Wood Pellets


Making Pellets


Quality wood pellets for residential heating are made from clean wood wastes. Chips, sawdust, slabs and other wood
wastes are used. These products are ground, dried or have water added, extruded through a die, cooled, screened,
bagged and placed on pallets.


The quality of the pellet is determined by the quality of the raw material, the pelleting process and its subsequent
handling.


The quality of the raw material will vary based upon the specie of tree and where the tree grows. Also important is
whether the raw material contains any bark and dirt, the length of time the raw material is exposed to  weather, how
its handled and stored.


The pelleting process effects the quality of the pellet. High quality pellets will meet the PFI "PREMIUM" standards.
Poorer quality pellets may be too long, short, soft, high in moisture, ash and saw dust.


Why Pellets Burn


Simply stated, wood is stored energy from the sun. This stored energy, when heated, breaks down into a gaseous
state much like natural gas and carbon.
When these gases and carbon are in the proper environment both of them will burn and produce heat.


How Pellets Burn


When wood is heated above approximately 500°F, part of it begins to break down into a gaseous state. These gases
will burn when they are in the presence of oxygen and a temperature above approximately 1100°F. These gases burn
as a yellow, white flame.


The remaining energy in wood is carbon. Carbon will begin to burn in the presence of oxygen and at temperatures
around 500°F. Pure carbon burns as a flameless glow.


Approximately 70% of the energy in wood comes from gases. Approximately 30% of the energy comes from car-
bon.


Temperatures in a pellet fire may run as high as 1,900° to 2,300°F. At these temperatures complete combustion can
take place. These temperatures are also hot enough for some minerals to melt and fuse into clinkers.
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The proper amount of oxygen must be mixed with the gases and carbon, in a hot enough environment for combus-
tion to take place. The three T's are often used to describe these requirements of combustion. These are Time,
Temperature, and Turbulence. An improper balance of any one of these items will cause a loss of combustion
efficiency or cause the fire to go out.


A properly designed and operating wood pellet stove will provide for the correct balance of all the requirements of
combustion. These are:


- Time - Fuel
- Temperature - Oxygen
- Turbulence


When pellets are burned properly combustion efficiency can be in the 99.9% range.


Too low a draft setting may provide inadequate air for a high fuel setting. A plugged burn grate will also reduce the
amount of combustion air. Too high a draft setting may provide too much air and velocity. This will cool the burn
grate area too much for a very low flame to be maintained.
Learning how a properly burning flame looks, what drafts are needed for various settings, the quality of fuel burned
and it's characteristics are essential in diagnosing and solving operating problems related to the pellet fuel.


The major product from burning wood is:


1) Heat. Since there is not 100% combustion of the wood pellet, there are two by-products, plus water, from
burning pellets. These are:


* Carbon monoxide and unburned gases (Exhaust gases)
* Ash


St. Croix stoves are designed to effectively handle the elimination of the by-products of combustion.
St. Croix stoves are engineered to transfer a designed amount of the heat produced into the area around the stove.
Exhaust temperatures may vary from approximately 200°F to 450°F.


Ash & Clinkers


In addition to gases and carbon, wood contains various minerals. After the gases and carbon burns these minerals
remain and are referred to as "ash".


Most ash will be blown out of the burn grate and settle in the ash pan. Ash that is very light may travel along with the
exhaust gases. This ash is called "fly ash". It often settles in various areas of the stove and exhaust pipe. Improper
cleaning of fly ash will result in restriction of combustion air. The results are a poor burning fire.
Some ash is heavy enough to remain in the burn grate unless it is removed with high air velocity or through mechani-
cal means. If attempts are made to remove all ash with air velocity alone, the air to fuel ratio will be out of balance.
When this happens pellets may be blown out of the burn grate and the efficiency of burn will be lowered.


When ash is exposed to temperatures that exceed the melting point of the ash, for long enough time, "CLINKERS"
will form. Clinkers cannot be removed with air velocity. They quickly shut off primary combustion air and smother
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the fire.


St. Croix uses a "self cleaning grate" to assure the removal of ash from the burn grate. The self cleaning grate works
well to prevent clinkering and as an aid in removing ash from the burn grate. The self cleaning grate may be used in
all areas where pellets meet either the PFI's "Premium" or "Standard" pellet fuel quality standards.


Assessing Pellets Quality


Pellets are an important component of a residential wood pellet heating system.


A complete residential wood pellet heating system consists of 1) the pellet stove, 2) the installation, 3) the fuel, 4)
operation and maintenance. When any one of these factors do not meet required specifications, the operation
of the stove will be compromised.


Pellets, however, are often the least understood and most often ignored component in DIAGNOSING a pellet
stove.


St. Croix or any other pellet stove, is not designed to run on just any pellet that is available. A minimum pellet quality
is required. The residential pellet heating industry is just developing in parts of the country. Pellets in these areas have
been unavailable or may not meet the Pellet Fuel Institute (PFI) standards. Fortunately most pellets in most parts of
the country are satisfactory. Dealers soon learn that the "Proof of pellet quality is in its consistent performance, not
on stated specifications"!


Pellets may vary from company to company, from load to load and even from bag to bag. The range of pellet quality
may become even greater as more pellet mills come on line.


Pellet characteristics that affect the ability of a unit to operate effective are identified by PFI and are shown below.
They are:


Pellet Fuel Institute (PFI) Pellet Standards
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Characteristics PFI Standards


-Amount of fines Max. 1%
-Weight per cubic foot Min. 40#
-Moisture content Max. 8%
-Length (max.) Max. 1.5"
-Diameter .235" (¼") to .35" (3/8")
-Amount of ash


*Premium Max. .75%
* Standard Max. 2.50%


Additional Considerations


-Consistent size
-Flow characteristics
-Ash characteristics; light, heavy, sandy
-Clinkering characteristics


Pellets that are minimum in just one characteristic may prove to be unsatisfactory for some residential uses.


NOTE: Owners in some parts of the country are "screening" pellets to eliminate the "fines" or sawdust from the
pellets. Screening results in a more uniform flow of pellets in the hopper, more complete burning of the fuel, less ash
on the heat exchange tubes, in the ash traps and in the exhaust system and pipes.


Screening pellets that have visible sawdust in them will improve combustion efficiencies and decrease maintenance.


Pellet screening equipment is available commercially or may be homemade.


Determining Acceptable Pellet Quality


Some important questions in determining pellet quality are:


1) Have the pellets been tested against the PFI standard?


2) Does the pellet company use the same quality of raw material throughout the year?


3) How consistent is each sack and each load of pellets performing for the consumer?


Assessing Visual Characteristics:


1) Volume per ton: Full pellets that vary in height probably vary in weight per cubic foot. Lack of density, an
increase in fines and moisture tend to increase volume and decrease weight per volume. Lower density pellets
contain fewer BTU for the same volume as do more dense pellets and generally provide less heat at the same
fuel setting than higher density pellets.
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2) Fines: Pellet quality drops as the amount of fines increase up to and above the 1% allowed in the PFI stan-
dards. Pellets with excessive fines are unacceptable unless they are screened.


3) Size and Uniformity: Pellets approximately ¼" diameter and 3/8" to ¾" length are desired. Pellets of this size
flow and feed more evenly than larger, longer pellets.


4) Stickiness: Pellets made from wood that is higher in resin can have a "stickiness" that may be hard to detect.
However, such pellets tend to bridge easily and flow less freely. These pellets flow very poorly as the amount of
fines increase.


Assessing Performance Characteristics


How pellets perform from the hopper to the ash tray is the true test of the quality of a pellet. The following are
characteristics important in determining quality of a pellet.


1) Feed Rates: Pellets approximately ¼ inch in diameter, ½ inch long, free from fines, that have a slick coating
and are dry and dense, feed faster and more evenly than pellets not having these characteristics.


Pounds of pellets fed per hour can vary up to 50% on the same settings, due to differences in pellet quality.
When pounds fed per hour vary at the same settings, so does the BTU output vary.


2) Clinkers: Clinkers can only form from the minerals in the wood. Minerals, principally silica, when melted by
high fire box temperatures, can fuse into clinkers. Clinkers can be of the hard, slick, glassy type or a more
porous type.


Temperatures at which clinkers will form in the burn box will vary based on the type and percent of minerals in
the pellets. Pellets that clinker have been considered unsatisfactory for residential wood pellet heating. However,
St. Croix's self-cleaning grate allows the burning of a much wider range of pellets than other top fed pellet
stoves.


3) Ash: The type and amount of ash can vary greatly in pellets. Some ash may be light in weight and easily blown
out of the burn grate. Heavier ash may pose a removal problem and if not manually, (several times daily in some
cases), or mechanically removed, will plug burn grate holes and reduce air now.


Ash content of pellets tend to increase as the age of the raw material, the amount of dirt and the amount of bark
in the pellet increases.


4) BTU: Most woods are assumed to provide approximately 8,600 BTU per pound of wood. As ash content,
moisture content and the amount of time dead wood is exposed to the elements increases, the BTUs per pound
goes down.


PLEASE NOTE: THE QUALITY OF SOME FUELS ARE SUCH THAT THEY ARE NOT
SATISFACTORY FOR BURNING IN PELLET STOVES. LOCAL DEALERS MUST KNOW AND IN-
FORM CUSTOMERS ABOUT THE QUALITY OF THEIR PELLETS!
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SECTION A
This Section Covers New Style St. Croix
(Anything With Auto Ignite Capabilities)


Electrical


PC Board Control Box
Refer to Figure 1.


Power On Light (1A) - Used to signify that the switch has been activated and that the fuel feeding process has
begun. If power to the timing circuit shuts down then the Power On Light will reflect this condition and turn OFF as
well.


Heat Adjust Selector (1B) - Used to select the desired heat output of the stove. There are six available settings;
each of which control the speed of  the Combustion Exhaust Fan and the rate of fuel feed. All settings are designed
to consistently ratio the mixture of fuel to air to provide a linear heat output of settings ranging from low to high
burns.


Fuel Feed Light (1C) - Used to signify the timing cycle for which line-voltage is supplied to the Auger Motor for
the duration of time the Fuel Feed Light remains ON. If the Power On Light turns OFF then the fuel feed Light will
discontinue to cycle On and OFF as well.


Manual Feed/High Fan Switch (1D) - Manual feed switch will allow pellets to be added to the burn pot
as long as the switch is held down. This switch is for units without the "Insur-A-Lite" ignitor system.
During start up some pellets may need to be added until the auger low limit switch has reached operating tempera-
ture.
High fan override will let the combustion run on high only if that is needed during operation of the stove. (to clean
ash out of burn pot)


On/Off Switch (1E) - Used to supply power to the Room Air Fan, Combustion Exhaust Fan and the Self-Cleaning
Grate Motor.  Power will also be supplied to the Auger Motor.


Wall Thermostat Terminals w/Jumper - Used for setting the pellet stove up for a thermostatically controlled
application (use standard 24 volt thermostat). On the reverse side of the Control Box there are two screw terminals
which need a two wire thermostat cable connected to them along with the correct jumper configuration setting to
provide proper thermostatic control of the stove.
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INTEGRATED CONTROL BOX


FIGURE 1


REVERSE SIDE OF THE
INTEGRATED CONTROL
BOX FACEPLATE


JUMPER FOR
THERMOSTAT THERMOSTAT WIRE


TERMINALS


JUMPER FOR
IGNITOR SYSTEM


CONNECTORS FOR
IGNITOR WIRES


1A


1B


1C


1D 1E


A - POTENTIOMETER FOR ADJUSTING FAN VOLTAGES
CLOCKWISE INCREASES VOLTAGE


B - POTENTIOMETER FOR ADJUSTING THE
ON-TIME ON SETTING ONE.


C - POTENTIOMETER FOR ADJUSTING THE “CYCLE TIME”
ON THE CONTROL BOARD. BY SHORTENING THE CYCLE
TIME ON THE BOARD, MORE FUEL WILL BE FED ON ALL
SIX SETTINGS ON THE BOARD


TO HOOK UP THERMOSTAT
CHANGE JUMPER TO THE
TWO OPEN PINS


JUMPER FOR IGNITOR
DEFAULT SETTING
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Fans/Motors
Refer to Figure 2. (for additional information to the following points):


Combustion Exhaust Fan (2) - Located near the back left-hand-side of the stove under the hopper and mounted
on top of the exhaust manifold. This multi-functional fan is used to draw either inside or preferably outside combus-
tion air into the firebox area of the stove and then expel the exhausted gases out through the exhaust manifold and
into the atmosphere.


The Heat Adjust Selector will run the Combustion Exhaust Fan at six variable speed settings; there are a total of six
selections available. The first five selections increase the fan speed proportionally; while the last selection runs at the
maximum speed setting. Combustion air which travels through the Air Inlet Damper becomes distributed to two
different locations within the stove. The first location is the Burn Pot area; this is where oxygen and wood pellets get
mixed with heat to produce the combusted by-product which gets sent out the exhaust port. The second location is
the Air Wash System; this is where air gets forced down the inner surface of the ceramic glass to provide a clean
glass surface for viewing the flame.


Room Air Fan (1) - Located near the back right-hand-side of the stove under the hopper and mounted to the sheet
metal Air Jacket. Heat which has generated within the Heat Exchange Tubes and also surrounds the electrical
components can easily be transferred into the room; through use of this fan. The Room Air Fan draws cool air from
the room, through the back of the stove, past the internal electrical components for cooling circulation, and then is
forced through nine Heat Exchange Tubes to heat the room.


Auger Motor (4) - Located near the back-center of the stove and mounted to the Auger Shaft. This 1.85 RPM
motor rotates the Auger Shaft which in turn feeds the wood pellets into the Burn Pot. The Auger Motor rotates
while the Fuel Feed Light remains ON, this duration of ON and OFF cycles will vary depending upon the desired
setting of the Heat Adjust Selector.


Self-Cleaning Grate Motor (3) - Located near the back-center of the stove and mounted to the sheet metal base.
This 1RPM motor drives a cam-rod system which ultimately slides the Grate Bottom back and forth beneath the
Main Grate Body. This particular motion, agitates the air passing through the Self-Cleaning Grate to improve the
combustion process and also prevent clinkers from forming on the Grate Bottom surface.


Safety Features


Low-Limit 120°F Disc-Thermostat (7) - Located near the left-hand-side of the stove and mounted to the exhaust
manifold under the Combustion Exhaust Fan. During shutdown, it supplies power to the stove as long the exhaust
manifold temperature of the stove remains above 120°F, this ensures that all remaining pellets in the Burn Pot have
completely combusted, all exhaust gases have been expelled and that stove temperatures have sufficiently cooled for
a safe shutdown condition. When exhaust manifold temperatures register below 120°F the Disc-Thermostat will
read Normally Open. As the temperature rises above 120°F the Disc-Thermostat switches Closed and now sup-
plies power to the stove in conjunction with the On/Off Switch. For a manual shutdown, the Run/Off Switch needs
to be toggled to the OFF position to discontinue the fuel feeding process and ultimately turn OFF all fans and
motors.


Under normal operating conditions the exhaust manifold temperature will rise well above 120°F, so now when the
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Run/Off Switch is toggled to the OFF position the Room Air Fan and the Combustion Exhaust Fan continue to run,
but at a reduced (Low Burn) speed; meanwhile the Self-Cleaning Grate continues to run at normal operating speed.
Soon the exhaust manifold temperature will fall below 120°F; and the Room Air Fan, Combustion Exhaust Fan and
the Self-Cleaning Grate Motor will lose power and turn OFF.


If a situation occurs where the exhaust manifold temperature has not risen above 120°F, and the Run/Off Switch has
now been toggled to the OFF position all power to the stove will immediately be interrupted and the stove will
shutdown.


High-Limit 250°F Disc-Thermostat (6) - Located near the left-hand-side of the stove and mounted directly
above the stove wiring label on the sheet metal Air Jacket. Under normal operating conditions the Air jacket tem-
perature registers below 250°F and the High-Limit 250°F Disc-Thermostat will read Normally Closed; this condi-
tion supplies power to the Anger Motor. During extreme operating conditions where temperatures within the sheet
metal Air Jacket exceed 250°F the power to the Auger Motor will become interrupted and immediately shutdown
the fuel feed system.


If temperatures rise above 250°F, the Disc-Thermostat will switch Open and instantly interrupt power to the Auger
Motor, which in turn shuts down the fuel feed system. The Room Air Fan and the Combustion Exhaust Fan continue
to run; meanwhile the Self-Cleaning Grate Motor continues to run at normal operating speed. If the stove has not
been manually shutdown before the Air Jacket temperature falls below 250°F; the Room Air Fan, Combustion
Exhaust Fan and the Self-Cleaning Grate Motor will continue to operate as it did when the Disc-Thermostat origi-
nally read Closed, but no fire will exist since the fuel feed system has shutdown. Toggling the Run/Off Switch to the
OFF position will turn OFF all electrical components which previously continued to operate.


Auger Low Limit Switch - 110°F (10) - If the stove should go out for any reason this will insure that the auger
motor stops feeding pellets. The auger shuts off when the switch drops below 110°F. The switch is located on the
combustion fan housing. The circuit is normally open and closes as the temperature goes above 110°.


Air Pressure Switch (5) - Located on the left-hand-side of the stove and mounted to the hopper support bracket.
If the exhaust venting system is in any way obstructed; power to the Auger Motor will become interrupted and
immediately shutdown the fuel feed system. Under normal operating conditions where no back-pressure exists in the
exhaust venting system the Air Pressure Switch will read Normally Closed; this condition supplies power to the
Auger Motor.


Strong wind gusts or obstructed exhaust vents by which large amounts of soot have accumulated, debris has blown
around it, birds have built nests in it, etc. can provide enough back-pressure to Open the Air Pressure Switch and
instantly interrupt power to the Auger Motor. The Room Air Fan and the Combustion Exhaust Fan continue to run.


If the stove has not been manually shutdown before the Air Pressure Switch Closes; the Room Air Fan, Combustion
Exhaust Fan and the Self-Cleaning Grate Motor will continue to operate as it did when the Air Pressure Switch
originally read Closed, but no fire will exist since the fuel feed has shut down. Toggling the Run/Off Switch to the
OFF position will turn OFF all electrical components which previously continued to operate.
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Figure 2
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Cable Harness w/Jumper Wires (12) - Used to supply power to all previously mentioned electrical components.


Power Cord (9) - Used to supply 120 Volts AC from a standard wall outlet to the above Cable Harness.  The
Power Cord includes a standard three prong, (Line, Neutral and Ground) plug for U.L. Safety approval, cord
lengths will vary depending upon pellet stove configurations.


In Line Fuse (13) -  This fuse will protect the control board if there are electrical problems in the system. (motors,
wiring, etc.)


Terminal Block (11) - The terminal block is used to make all the electrical connections between the motors, wiring
harness and Control Board. This has made servicing and trouble shooting the stove much easier.


Rheostat (14) - Speed control for room air fan. This allows the fan speed to be set by the owners of the stove
according to their preference.


Cartridge heater (15) - Hot rod heating element used in the ignitor option of the stove.


170 degree 3-way fan disc (16) - During operating temperatures of 170° or below inside the air jacket this disc
allows the rheostat to control the room fan. Temperatures above 170° turn the fan on high.
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Mechanical
Refer to detailed drawings (located in this handbook under section entitled, Illustrated Parts).


Door Assembly


Location: The door assembly is in the front center of the stove.


The assembly consists of the cast iron door (except for the Bayport which has a metal flame door),
the window, the door latch and gasket.


Purpose: The door provides access to the fire box and holds the window glass. The gaskets provide air tight
seals into the fire box. The latch secures the door.


Operation: The door is hinged on the left side. It must remain closed during operation of the stove. The gaskets
must make an air tight seal for the stove to operate properly.


Ash Door


Location: The ash door is located in the front of pedestal.


Purpose: The ash door provides access to the ash pan.


Operation: The ash door is hinged on the bottom. It is latched with thumb screws. The door must be tightly
closed during operation. The ash door gaskets must fit tight against the front of the pedestal.


Ash Traps


Location: The fly-ash traps are located in the back wall of the stove behind 2 cover plates.


Purpose: The two ash trap openings allow access to the hot air plenums for removal of ash build-up in this
area.


Heat Exchange Tubes


grate area


cleanout ports
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Location: The heat exchange tubes are located in the top of the fire box. The back end of the tubes are over
the hot air plenum. The front of the tubes extend through the front wall of the stove.


Purpose: The heat exchange tubes transfer heat from the fire box into the room air that is blown through the
tubes.


Heat Exchange Tube Scraper


Location: Above the door and below the grill.


Purpose: This rod when pulled back and forth cleans the heat exchange tubes of ash buildup.


Air Plenums


Location: The hot air plenum is located behind the fire box.


The warm air plenum is located behind the hot air plenum.


Purpose: The hot air plenum carries the hot exhaust gases from the fire box to the exhaust chamber. This
plenum also houses the "ash whips". These whips help remove fly ash from the exhaust gases.


The warm air plenum carries room air from the convection fan, past the hot air plenum where it
picks up heat. The room air is then delivered through the heat tubes and under the hopper into the
room.


Auger Assembly


Location: The auger is located in the bottom center of the hopper.


Purpose: The auger is the mechanism that transports pellets from the hopper to the burn grate. The 1.85
RPM motor located at the back of the auger is controlled by the operators control box and is
cycled on and off at varying rates depending on the fuel switch setting.


Self Clean Grate
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Location: The clean sweep grate assembly is located in the lower, center part of the stove. It starts in the fire
box with the burn box and grate, extends back through the air plenums with the connecting rod and
ends in the lower back part of the stove with the drive motor and motor mount.


Purpose: The purpose of the clean sweep is to allow for the burning of a wide range of pellet fuels by keeping
the burn grate clean of ash buildup.


Air Inlet Damper


Purpose: The air inlet damper is located on the rear of the intake/exhaust manifold.


Location: The inlet damper is to adjust combustion air flow to match the characteristics of specific air inlet and
chimney configurations and can be adjusted to allow for a broad range of pellet quality.


The Somerset and Bayport starting with serial number 2885 and higher will have a remote air
inlet damper control. For more information read the technical bulletin section in the rear of
the manual.







Preventive Maintenance


Preventive maintenance is important to maintain the life of any appliance you own. The same is true with the St.
Croix pellet stove. This stove has been designed in such a way to minimize preventive maintenance, thus minimizing
any corrective maintenance, while maintaining a very user friendly pellet stove. Just like the owner of a car would
perform preventive maintenance, the owner of a pellet stove would perform preventive maintenance to maximize its
performance. The interval of time for each maintenance item will vary depending on the fuel used, as discussed
previously in the section entitled "Wood Pellets". Improper or lack of preventive maintenance will result in a poor
operating stove, poor flame patterns, excessive smoke and possible stove damage.


Types of Preventive Maintenance


Routine (as needed 1 to 7 days) - (Performed by Customer)
a) Inspect the burn grate and burn pot. Clean as needed. To clean ashes below the burn grate pull the ash Clean


Out Rod, in and out, see Fig. 1A in front of manual. Be sure to leave the rod pushed in after this maintenance has
been performed.


b) Clean out the ash pan.
c) Clean the window.
d) Clean/polish the plated surfaces with a soft cloth and a mild glass cleaner.
e) Inspect the flame for a sharp, white/yellow flame.
f) Clean ash off of baffle by the heat exchangers.


Periodic (as needed 1 to 3 months) - (Performed by Customer or Service Tech)
a) Clear the burn grate holes.
b) Clean out the ash traps in the lower corners of the back wall of the firebox. Remove the clips and vacuum the


area. (See page 14 for location of clean out ports)
c) Clean the combustion chamber floor.
d) Clean the hopper.
e) Clean/dust the area under the hopper.
f) Inspect and clean, as needed, the PL vent tees and exhaust vents.
g) Inspect and clean, as needed the combustion and convection (room air) fan blades.


Seasonal (as needed 6 to 12 months) - (We recommend service be performed by Service Tech)
a) Perform steps 1 and 2 above.
b) Remove all sawdust, pellets and ash from the stove after the burning season.
c) Inspect and clean the entire exhaust system.
d) Inspect and clear any obstructions from the air inlet piping.
e) Inspect door and ash pan gaskets.
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Maintenance During Installation


We recommend that all stoves be pre-burned at the dealership prior to being installed. This is true regardless if it is
customer installed or professionally installed.


We have found that the majority of service calls within the first 30 days of sale of the stove could have been pre-
vented if the stove had been pre-burned at the dealership.


Pre-burning at the dealership:
a) Saves time and expense of corrective action should the stove have a defective part.
b) Increases owner confidence that he is getting a stove that has been tested by his "local dealer" to ensure cus-


tomer satisfaction with the product.
c) Eliminates break-in orders and ensures the owner they're getting a "ready to burn stove".
d) Saves dealers money by reducing service calls that could have been prevented.


Air Pressure Check (Draft Pressure) - Air pressure readings have value in determining if there is a significant
problem with the stove, such as the main or ash door seal, or the stove installation. This test should be performed on
a cold stove with the damper in the FULL OPEN position. It assumes the control box potentiometers are at the
factory settings. (See Data Table, page 23).


a) Before any stove leaves the store, verify cold stove pressures to double check for a door gasket or firebox leak
problem in the stove.


b) During installation of the exhaust system, check the stove pressure readings to ensure that they are within the
cold stove parameters.


c) During the initial burn, after showing the customer how to operate and maintain the stove, and prior to leaving
the customers home, verify air pressure readings are within initial burn parameters (should be approximately ½
of cold stove readings).


Normal Draft Readings:


COLD: (no fire, power on, empty hopper)
Control Box in position 6 HI:    0.26 to 0.42"
Control Box in position 1 LO:    0.04 to 0.06"


INITIAL BURN (burning less than 4 hours, no inlet pipe, exhaust pipe less than 4 ft. long and 3/4
to full hopper).


Control Box in position 6 HI:    0. 10 to 0.20"
Control Box in position 1 LO:    0.02 to 0.05


Factors That Decrease the Draft Readings


a) Altitude**
b) The following factors are in addition to installation procedure:


1) Increasing the exhaust pipe vertical length. **
2) Not increasing exhaust pipe diameter when required for installation. **







3) Increasing the horizontal exhaust pipe length. **
4) Increasing the number of tees and elbows: the exhaust vent piping will, for most applications, have two (2) 90


degree bends. More than three (3) bends in the exhaust vent is NOT RECOMMENDED.
5) Increasing the air inlet pipe length recommended for installation without increasing the diameter of the pipe.  It


is recommended to increase the air inlet pipe to 3" diameter for runs over ten (10) feet and at elevation over
4000'. Excessive runs (12 to 15 feet+) should be avoided.


6) Back pressure on the stove caused by wind direction and velocity directly into the exhaust termination point.
7) Increasing the number of elbows in the inlet pipe run.


**Use the following exhaust vent guidelines; the size of the vent pipe begins at the stove exhaust.


Type of Installation Size Recommendation


* 1) Less then 10' Horizontal 3" Acceptable
* 2) 10' to 12' Horizontal 4" Recommended
* 3) Over 12' Horizontal 4" Required


NOTE: Horizontal installation > 12' is NOT RECOMMENDED
4) Vertical less than 15' 3" Recommended


* 5) Over 15' Vertical 4" Required
* 6) Above 4000' elevation 4" Recommended


* Elbows substantially reduce the overall acceptable length, when in doubt use the next larger size.


Factors That Increase The Draft Readings


a)  Air draw on the stove caused by wind direction and velocity perpendicular to the exhaust termination point. The
"Venturi" effect draws air out of the stove faster, thus increasing the vacuum in the stove.


b)  Tall chimneys that have good natural draft will increase draft readings.


c) Although the stoves have been tested and approved for direct vent installations it is recommended that there be
a minimum of a 3' vertical rise, this will prevent any smoke backup in case of a power failure to the stove.
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Adjustments


Flame Pattern Interpretation


The most effective method by which to determine the proper ratio of combustion air to pellet fuel is to
observe the flame pattern. This should only be observed after the stove has been operating at the desired
Heat Adjust Selection for a period of time. Even though a Negative Air Pressure Gauge measures quite
accurately; visual observation of the flame pattern tends to be a highly effective diagnostic tool as well.
Flame pattern height will vary relatively proportional to each Heat Adjust Selection made. Unfortunately
poor combustion can be caused by multiple contributors and only through proper diagnosis can the correct
cause be found. Pellet fuel inconsistencies tend to be one of the largest factors which contribute to flame
pattern irregularities. By faithfully following the Preventive Maintenance program and making slight Air
Inlet Damper adjustments; the flame pattern can usually be easily corrected. If more corrective action is
needed; two potentiometer adjustments on the PC Board Control Box are available for optimizing the fuel to
air ratio.


Flame Pattern Characteristics


Correct Flame Pattern - Bright yellowish-white flame with a brisk movement, having sharp pointed end
tips extending up towards the Heat Exchange Tubes while forming a fan-like shape. Small amounts of ash
and some live sparks being blown out from the Burn Pot area is considered normal operation.


Incorrect Flame Pattern - Dark orangish-brown flame with a lazy movement, having black smoky end tips
curling up and over the Heat Exchange Tubes while forming a fireball-like shape. Ash or live sparks which
are not blown out from the Burn Pot area is considered abnormal operation. Extremely black soot forming
on the ceramic glass surface is a sign of very poor combustion and should not be overlooked. At the other
end of the spectrum; an extremely brisk flame which blows large pieces of live coal out from the Burn Pot
area is also considered undesirable.
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PC Board Control Box Potentiometer Adjustments
Refer to Figure 3 for a detailed drawing and data table to the following points.


The PC Board Control Box offers three easily accessible potentiometer adjustments to help enhance the
stoves' operating performance. Due to uncontrollable variables such as; various exhaust stack installation
configurations, excessive high or low altitude conditions, and the quality level of pellet fuel burned; there
may be the need to set the adjustments to another position to improve the air flow or fuel feed performance.
For must customers there should not be the need to make any fine tuning adjustments, since all control
boxes have been previously adjusted and factory tested.


(NOTE: Always use a potentiometer adjusting tool, these have an isolated flat blade end tip for electrically
safe potentiometer adjustments, never use a metallic screwdriver.)


Please use caution if adjustments need to be made other than the recommended factory settings when
obtaining your desired stove operating performance level. By incorrectly adjusting these potentiometers,
stove operating performance levels will decrease and could potentially cause safety concerns, if a reason-
able fuel to air ratio is not maintained.


Low Fuel Feed Adjustment - Adjusts the ON and OFF timing cycle of the fuel feed system for only the
position #1 setting of the Heat Adjust Selector. All remaining positions of the Heat Adjust Selector are set to
a fixed value and are not effected by this adjustment.


Instructions for duplicating the factory setting:


1. Set Heat Adjust Selector to position #1 setting.
2. Measure the duration of time the Fuel Feed Light remains ON; a value of (1.0 - 1.3) seconds is


recommended.
3. Adjust the potentiometer accordingly to obtain the above value.
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INTEGRATED CONTROL BOX REVERSE SIDE OF THE
INTEGRATED CONTROL
BOX FACEPLATE


JUMPER FOR
THERMOSTAT THERMOSTAT WIRE


TERMINALS


JUMPER FOR
IGNITOR SYSTEM


CONNECTORS FOR
IGNITOR WIRES


A - POTENTIOMETER FOR ADJUSTING FAN VOLTAGES
CLOCKWISE INCREASES VOLTAGE


B - POTENTIOMETER FOR ADJUSTING THE
ON-TIME ON SETTING ONE.


C - POTENTIOMETER FOR ADJUSTING THE “CYCLE TIME”
ON THE CONTROL BOARD. BY SHORTENING THE CYCLE
TIME ON THE BOARD, MORE FUEL WILL BE FED ON ALL
SIX SETTINGS ON THE BOARD


JUMPER FOR IGNITOR
DEFAULT SETTING


TO HOOK UP THERMOSTAT
CHANGE JUMPER TO THE
TWO OPEN PINS
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Data Table


Heat Adjust Fuel Feed Light On Combustion Fan Pellet Fuel
Selection (Seconds) (AC Voltage) (Lbs./Hour)


1 1.0-1.3 68-70 1.0-1.25
2 2.5-2.8 73-75 1.6-1.75
3 3.2-3.5 78-80 2.25-2.4
4 3.7-4.0 83-85 2.9-3.1
5 4.2-4.6 103-105 3.9-4.0
6 5.1-5.5 117-120 4.5-4.7


TOTAL ON/OFF DUTY CYCLE TIME FOR ALL SIX SETTINGS IS SET AT 8.5-9.0 SECONDS.
NOTE: AS THE ON TIME INCREASES THE OFF TIME DECREASES, AN ADDITION OF THE ON
TIME AND THE OFF TIME EQUALS ONE DUTY CYCLE. THE DUTY CYCLE IS ADJUSTABLE
FROM 8.5 TO 10.5 SECONDS, ALLOWING THE STOVE TO BE ADJUSTED FOR A WIDER
VARIETY OF PELLETS.


A is the potentiometer for adjusting the combustion fan voltages on settings 1 through 5. Setting 6 is set at line voltage.


B is the potentiometer for adjusting the “on time” on setting 1 only. This allows setting 1 to be fine tuned if needed.


C is the potentiometer for adjusting the “cycle time” on the board. The range is 8.5-10.5 seconds. This allows the feed
rates to be slowed down on all 6 settings if needed. This is particularly handy if the pellets being used are extremely
short. This type of fuel tends to feed at a much faster rate. By lengthening the “cycle time” the feed rates on all 6
settings will slow down.


Jumper D enables the ignitor function on the board. The default setting is with this function enabled and should be left
that way.


Jumper E is to enable the stove for thermostatic control. Placing the jumper on the two pins that are open will allow the
stove to run off a standard 24-volt thermostat.


Starting with serial #3351 all stoves capable of running the ignitor option will have that function built in to the main
control board. This eliminates the need for a separate ignitor board, making the installation process even easier. An
added benefit is that now all stoves have a ten-minute period during which the auger runs. This makes non-ignitor
stoves easier to start, because the auger is feeding pellets during start up.
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Troubleshooting


Electrical Wiring/Component Failure


When called to service a stove problem it is best to get as much information from the customer as possible, many
problems can be isolated over the phone. This practice of asking the "right" questions will save you time and also
instill customer confidence, in being prepared to solve his problem in a timely manner. Some typical questions to ask
include:


1) How long has the stove been in use?
2) Have you changed brands of pellets?
3) Is the malfunction consistent of intermittent?
4) Is the noise or malfunction at certain heat settings?
5) How long has this been happening?
6) Is it getting progressively worse?
7) Has it been maintained regularly as in routine maintenance?
8) Does the flame pattern change when a door or window is opened?
9) If it is a noise problem does the noise increase as the heat adjust is turned up?


Electrical Component Failures


Although we take every measure possible to ensure reliability of our stoves, there may be some component failures.
Fortunately, there are only twelve electrical components:


1) Control Box 5) Grate Motor   9) Auger Low Limit Switch
2) Auger Motor 6) High Limit Switch 10) High fan override switch
3) Room Fan 7) Low Limit Switch 11) Rheostat
4) Combustion Fan 8) Air Switch 12) Fuse


All electrical components can be tested in place on the stove using a multi-meter.


A component's failure to operate may be due to several different causes, they are:


• The component fails.
• The device that controls the component fails.
• The wiring harness to or from the component is opened or shorted.


When a component fails to operate, several "quick checks" should be made prior to changing out the component.
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The quick checks are:


1) Determine if electricity is getting to the component.
For most components this should be made at the closest point where the component connects to the
wiring harness, (if may be necessary to cut the "wire ties" that bundle the wires together).


2) Determine if there is continuity in the wires between the component, its controls and its power source.
3) Determine if the controls for the component are functioning correctly.


NOTE: Severe damage to a component can occur if an existing component is checked by only "plugging in"
a new component. A "short" elsewhere in the stove can cause the new component to burn out when plugged
in.


The following is a list of problems, you may encounter, followed by a description of possible causes.


To aid you in troubleshooting please refer to the diagnostic charts following this section.


Refer to the wiring diagram on page 32 while going through these steps.


Problem:
Combustion fan does not run.


Possible Causes:
1. Defective fan motor - Check for 70-120 volts across black and white wires on combustion motor if


voltage is present, replace motor.


2. Loose wire lug or molex connectors, check connectors tightness. Check all wires in the harness from
molex connector at control to terminal block to the motor.


3. Defective control box - Check for 70-120 volts between black wire on motor and red wire - if no voltage
is present replace control box.


Problem:
Room air fan does not run.


Possible Causes:
1. Defective fan motor - Check for 70-120 volts across the two wires on the motor, if voltage is present


replace motor.


2. Loose wire lugs or molex connector, check connectors for tightness. (at the terminal block)


3. Defective Rheostat - Check for voltage on the black wire for the rheostat. If you do not have voltage
present (only below 170° in the air jacket) check to see if the problem is in the high fan override disc
first.


4. Defective High Fan Override Disc. This is a 3-way disc. When the stove is below 170° in the air jacket
there should be continuity between the two red wires. If there is no continuity between the two red
wires, then disc is defective. If the temperature is above 170° in the air jacket, then there should be
continuity between the blue and red wire that is hooked to the fan. If there is no continuity then disc is
defective.
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Problem:
Grate motor does not run.


Possible Causes:
1. Defective grate motor - Check for 120 volts between the two black wires on the grate motor, if present,


replace grate motor.


2. Check the blue wire from the Control Box to terminal block. Make sure all connections are tight.


3. Defective Control Box - If voltage was not present in step 2, replace control box.


Problem:
Auger does not run.
The auger low limit switch is a normally open switch . Jump across the switch if the stove is cold.


Possible Causes:
1. Defective auger motor - Check for 120 volts cycling on the two black leads of the motor. If voltage is


present replace motor.


2. Check the yellow wire from control box for intermittent voltage.


3. Defective high limit switch - With the stove cold, place a jumper across the two leads of the high limit
switch. If the stove now operates - replace high limit switch.


4. Air switch is open - Remove the clear tube from the air switch. If the motor now runs then there is back
pressure in the exhaust system. If the auger motor doesn't run replace the pressure switch.


5. Defective auger low limit disc - If disc is open when stove is hot replace the auger low limit disc.


Problem:
Stove will not turn on - no lights - no motors run


Possible Causes:
1. Defective control box


2. Check for voltage on the black and white wires at the molex connector for the control box. If voltage is
present replace the control box. If no voltage is present check wall outlet for 120 volts. If wall outlet has
voltage present, then check power cord and all wiring harness connections.
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COMBUSTION FAN


REPLACE COMBUSTION
FAN


COMBUSTION FAN
DOES NOT RUN


CHECK FOR VOLTAGE  ACROSS THE BROWN
AND WHITE WIRE FROM CONBUSTION FAN


VOLTAGE PRESENT?


CHECK THE RED WIRE ON THE   #2 CIRCUIT
OF THE TERMINAL BLOCK. CHECK THE RED
WIRE IN THE MOLEX CONNECTOR AT THE
CONTROL BOX.


MOTOR RUNS?


REPLACE CONTROL BOX


NO


NO


YES







NO
CONTINUITY
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Room Air Fan


REPLACE
ROOM AIR
FAN


ROOM AIR FAN
DOES NOT RUN


CHECK FOR VOLTAGE AT THE FAN WIRES
(RED WIRE CONNECTS TO ONE FAN WIRE
AND THE OTHER PLUGS INTO CIRCUIT #1
ON THE TERMINAL BLOCK
               VOLTAGE PRESENT?


IS THERE POWER AT THE BLACK WIRE
FOR THE RHEOSTAT BUT NOT AT THE
WHITE WIRE? (STOVE MUST BE OPER-
ATING AT TEMPERATURES BELOW 170°
IN THE AIR JACKET.)


NO


YES


CHECK FOR CONTINUITY WHERE THE
TWO RED WIRES ARE
CONNECTED TO HIGH FAN
OVERRIDE DISC. (TEMPERATURES
BELOW 170°)


POWER ON BOTH BLACK
AND WHITE WIRE


DOES FAN WORK WITH RHEOSTAT AT
TEMPERATURES BELOW 170°, BUT SHUTS
OFF WHEN STOVE HEATS UP? CHECK FOR
CONTINUITY ACROSS THE DISC WHERE
BLUE WIRE AND RED WIRE TO ROOM FAN
ARE CONNECTED. (TEMPERATURES MUST
BE ABOVE 170°.)


REPLACE
RHEOSTAT


NO POWER
ON WHITE


WIRE


REPLACE
HIGH FAN
DISC


NO
CONTINUITY


REPLACE
HIGH FAN
DISC
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AUGER MOTOR
DOES NOT RUN


CHECK FOR VOLTAGE AT THE 2
LEADS GOING TO THE AUGER.
MOTOR.


        VOLTAGE PRESENT?


DISCONNECT THE 2 YELLOW
WIRES TO THE HIGH LIMIT
SWITCH, OHM ACROSS THE
HIGH LIMIT SWITCH.


IS THE SWITCH OPEN?


DISCONNECT THE CLEAR
PLASTIC TUBE FROM THE
COMBUSTION FAN TO THE AIR
SWITCH.


DOES THE MOTOR NOW RUN?


CHECK THE YELLOW WIRE
FROM CONTROL BOX TO HIGH
LIMIT SWITCH. IF NO VOLTAGE
IS PRESENT CHECK THE MOLEX
PIN ON THE YELLOW WIRE AT
THE CONTROL BOX. IF NO
VOLTAGE IS PRESENT REPLACE
CONTROL BOX.


NO


NO


CHECK FOR JAMMED
AUGER OR REPLACE
AUGER MOTOR.


YES


NO


CHECK FOR BLOCKAGE IN THE
EXHAUST SYSTEM OR CHECK FOR
DEFECTIVE AIR SWITCH


YES


REPLACE HIGH
LIMIT SWITCH


YES


AUGER MOTOR
(Jump across the auger low limit tot test auger)


If everything checks out after running these tests it could be
a problem with the auger low limit disc.


Is the ON/OFF switch in the ON position?
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GRATE MOTOR
DOES NOT RUN


CHECK FOR VOLTAGE
AT THE TERMINAL
BLOCK WHERE THE GRATE
MOTOR IS HOOKED UP


CHECK THE PIN ONTHE BLUE
WIRE AT THE MOLEX CONNEC-
TOR AT  THE CONTROL BOX.


REPLACE GRATE MOTOR
YES


NO


IF NO VOLTAGE IS PRESENT,
REPLACE CONTROL BOX


GRATE MOTOR







IS THERE 120V
AT THE
2 RED LEADS


IGNITER IS
NOT HOT


CHECK CONNECTION
WHERE THE THE TWO RED
WIRES CONNECT TO THE
CONTROL BOARD. IS THERE
VOLTAGE AT THESE CON-
NECTORS?


NO


YES


IGNITER SYSTEM


REPLACE
CARTRIDGE
HEATER


REPLACE
CONTROL BOARD


CHECK ORANGE WIRE
FOR POWER AT
TERMINAL BLOCK


AUGER
DOESN’T RUN


NO


AUGER DOESN’T RUN DURING
AUTO START CYCLE


REPLACE
CONTROL
BOARD
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NO
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There are six wires in the molex plug that plugs into the control board..
1. - White / Common
2. - Blue / Cool down when stove is shut off.
3. - Black / Power
4. - Yellow / Auger
5. - Orange / Manual Feed
6. - Red / Fan Circuit


Figure 4: Wiring Schematic


All connections are either a lug connection in the wiring harness or a connection that is
made at the terminal block in the back of the stove.


(See Figure 5 for details on wiring connections at the terminal block)
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There are 4 circuits on the terminal block. (See figure 5 - this is looking at the terminal block
from behind the stove)


CIRCUIT #1: This circuit makes the “Common” connections in the stove.


CIRCUIT #2: This is the fan circuit in the stove. (combustion fan)


CIRCUIT #3: This circuit controls the Versa Grate System and the “Cool Down” period when the
stove is shut off. It also supplies power to the rheostat for the convection fan.


CIRCUIT #4: This circuit controls the auger motor. (Control board feed rate and manual override)


Figure 5: TERMINAL BLOCK
For stoves with Rheostat for Room Fan


#1 #2 #3 #4


BLACK RED BLUE ORANGE
to room fan to combustion to control to control


fan board board


BLACK RED BLUE YELLOW
to Versa Grate to control to low limit to control


motor board disc board


WHITE BLACK RED
to control to Versa Grate


board motor


WHITE BLUE
to combustion to rheostat


fan


TERMINAL BLOCK
For stoves without Rheostat


#1 #2 #3 #4


BLACK RED BLUE ORANGE
to room fan to combustion to control to control


fan board board


BLACK RED BLUE YELLOW
to Versa Grate to control to low limit to control


motor board disc board


WHITE BLACK BLACK RED or
BLACK


to control to Versa Grate to auger
board motor motor


WHITE
to combustion


fan







PELLET STOVE
without


FULL PEDESTAL ASHPAN AND IGNITOR OPTION


Features


Large, Easy to
Fill Hopper


PC Board
Control Box Steel or Cast Iron


Top, with Black Paint or
Gold Plating


Brasstone Grill


Heat Exchange
Tube Scraper


Ceramic Glass


Ash Pan Access Door


Sturdy, Adjustable
Latch and Handle
with Brass Spring


Self-Cleaning
Grate


Heavy Guage
Steel Construction


Air Intake
Damper
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Pedestal or
Legs


Obsolete Models
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SECTION B
Electrical


PC Board Control Box
Refer to Figure 1.


Run/Off Switch (3E) -- Used to supply power to the Room Air Fan, Combustion Exhaust Fan and the Self-
Cleaning Grate Motor. Power will also be supplied to the Auger Motor, if the Fuel Start Momentary Switch has
been activated following a toggled RUN position of the Run/Off Switch.


Fuel Start Momentary Switch (3D) -- Used to activate the timing circuit, which then instantly lights the Power On
Light. Soon the Auger Motor will cycle ON and simultaneously light the Fuel Feed Light. From here on, providing
that normal operating conditions exist, the Auger Motor will continue through a series of ON and OFF cycles.


Heat Adjust Selector (3B) -- Used to select the desired heat output of the stove. There are six available settings;
each of which control the speed of both Room Air and Combustion Exhaust Fans and the rate of fuel feed. All
settings are designed to consistently ratio the mixture of fuel to air to provide a linear heat output of settings ranging
from low to high burns.


Power On Light (3A) -- Used to signify that the Fuel Feed Momentary Switch has been activated and that the fuel
feeding process has begun. If power to the timing circuit shuts down then the Power On Light will reflect this
condition and turn OFF as well.


Fuel Feed Light (3C) -- Used to signify the timing cycle for which line-voltage is supplied to the Auger Motor for
the duration of time the Fuel Feed Light remains ON. If the Power On Light turns OFF then the Fuel Feed Light will
discontinue to cycle ON and OFF as well.


Wall Thermostat Terminals w/Jumper -- Used for setting the pellet stove up for a thermostatically controlled
application (use standard 24 volt thermostat). On the reverse side of the Control Box there are two screw terminals
which need a two wire thermostat cable connected to them along with the correct jumper configuration setting to
provide proper thermostatic control of the stove.
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3A


3B


3C


3D


3E


INTEGRATED CONTROL BOX (2E)


INTEGRATED CONTROL BOX
THERMOSTAT HOOK-UP


SET JUMPER
HERE FOR
USE WITH
THERMOSTAT


SET JUMPER
HERE FOR
USE WITHOUT
THERMOSTAT


THERMOSTAT WIRE
HOOK-UP SCREW
TERMINALS
(PHILLIPS HEAD)


STOVE CABLE
TO INTEGRATED
CONTROL BOX
CONNECTION POINT
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INTEGRATED CONTROL


BOX FACEPLATE
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Fans/Motors
Refer to Figure 2. (for additional information to the following points) :


Combustion Exhaust Fan (2) -- Located near the back left-hand-side of the stove under the
hopper and mounted on top of the exhaust manifold. This multi-functional fan is used to draw
either inside or preferably outside combustion air into the firebox area of the stove and then expel
the exhausted gases out through the exhaust manifold and into the atmosphere


The Heat Adjust Selector will run the Combustion Exhaust Fan at four variable speed settings;
even though there are a total of six selections available. The first three selections increase the fan
speed proportionally; while the last three selections remain at the maximum speed setting.
Combustion air which travels through the Air Inlet Damper becomes distributed to two different
locations within the stove. The first location is the Burn Pot area; this is where oxygen and wood
pellets get mixed with heat to produce the combusted by-product which gets sent out the exhaust
port. The second location is the Air Wash System; this is where air gets forced down the inner
surface of the ceramic glass to provide a clean glass surface for viewing the flame.


Room Air Fan (1) -- Located near the back right-hand-side of the stove under the hopper and
mounted to the sheet metal Air Jacket. Heat which has generated within the Heat Exchange
Tubes and also surrounds the electrical components can easily be transferred into the room;
through use of this fan. The Room Air Fan draws cool air from the room, through the back of the
stove, past the internal electrical components for cooling circulation, and then is forced through
nine Heat Exchange Tubes to heat the room.


Auger Motor (4) -- Located near the back-center of the stove and mounted to the Auger Shaft.
This 2RPM motor rotates the Auger Shaft which in turn feeds the wood pellets into the Burn Pot.
The Auger Motor rotates while the Fuel Feed Light remains ON, this duration of ON and OFF
cycles will vary depending upon the desired setting of the Heat Adjust Selector.


Self-Cleaning Grate Motor (3) -- Located near the back-center of the stove and mounted to the
sheet metal base. This 1RPM motor drives a cam-rod system which ultimately slides the Grate
Bottom back and forth beneath the Main Grate Body. This particular motion, agitates the air
passing through the Self-Cleaning Grate to improve the combustion process and also prevent
clinkers from forming on the Grate Bottom surface.


Safety Features


Low-Limit 120° F Disc-Thermostat (7) -- Located near the left-hand-side of the stove and
mounted to the exhaust manifold under the Combustion Exhaust Fan. During shutdown, it
supplies power to the stove as long the exhaust manifold temperature of the stove remains above
120° F, this ensures that all remaining pellets in the Bum Pot have completely combusted, all
exhaust gases have been expelled and that stove temperatures have sufficiently cooled for a safe
shutdown condition. When exhaust manifold temperatures register below 120° F the Disc-
Thermostat will read Normally Open. As the temperature rises above 120° F the Disc-
Thermostat switches Closed and now supplies power to the stove in conjunction with the Run/Off
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Switch. For a manual shutdown, the Run/Off Switch needs to be toggled to the OFF position to
discontinue the fuel feeding process and ultimately turn OFF all fans and motors.


Under normal operating conditions the exhaust manifold temperature will rise well above 120° F,
so now when the Run/Off Switch is toggled to the OFF position the Room Air Fan and the
Combustion Exhaust Fan continue to run, but at a reduced (Low Burn) speed; meanwhile the
Self-Cleaning Grate continues to run at normal operating speed. Soon the exhaust manifold
temperature will fall below 120° F; and the Room Air Fan, Combustion Exhaust Fan and the Self-
Cleaning Grate Motor will lose power and turn OFF.


If a situation occurs where the exhaust manifold temperature has not risen above 120° F, and the
Run/Off Switch has now been toggled to the OFF position all power to the stove will immediately
be interrupted and the stove will shutdown.


High-Limit 250° F Disc-Thermostat (6) -- Located near the left-hand-side of the stove and
mounted directly above the stove wiring label on the sheet metal Air Jacket. Under normal
operating conditions the Air Jacket temperature registers below 250° F and the High-Limit 250°
F Disc-Thermostat will read Normally Closed; this condition supplies power to the Auger Motor.
During extreme operating conditions where temperatures within the sheet metal Air Jacket exceed
250° F the power to the Auger Motor will become interrupted and immediately shutdown the fuel
feed system.


If temperatures rise above 250° F, the Disc-Thermostat will switch Open and instantly interrupt
power to the Auger Motor, which in turn shuts down the fuel feed system. The Room Air Fan and
the Combustion Exhaust Fan continue to run, but at a reduced (Low Burn) speed; meanwhile the
Self-Cleaning Grate Motor continues to run at normal operating speed. If the stove has not been
manually shutdown before the Air Jacket temperature falls below 250° F; the Room Air Fan,
Combustion Exhaust Fan and the Self-Cleaning Grate Motor will continue to operate as it did
when the Disc-Thermostat originally read Closed, but no fire will exist since the fuel feed system
has shutdown. Toggling the Run/Off Switch to the OFF position will turn OFF all electrical
components which previously continued to operate.


Air Pressure Switch (5) -- Located on the left-hand-side of the stove and mounted to the hopper
support bracket. If the exhaust venting system is in any way obstructed; power to the Auger
Motor will become interrupted and immediately shutdown the fuel feed system. Under normal
operating conditions where no back-pressure exists in the exhaust venting system the Air
Pressure Switch will read Normally Closed; this condition supplies power to the Auger Motor.


Strong wind gusts or obstructed exhaust vents by which large amounts of soot have accumulated,
debris has blown around it, birds have built nests in it, etc. can provide enough back-pressure to
Open the Air Pressure Switch and instantly interrupt power to the Auger Motor which in turn
shuts down the fuel feed system. The Room Air Fan and the Combustion Exhaust Fan continue to
run, but at a reduced (Low Burn) speed; meanwhile the Self-Cleaning Grate Motor and Auger
Motor simultaneously turn OFF. If the stove has not been manually shutdown before the Air
Pressure Switch Closes; the Room Air Fan, Combustion Exhaust Fan and the Self-Cleaning Grate
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Motor will continue to operate as it did when the Air Pressure Switch originally read Closed, but
no fire will exist since the fuel feed has shutdown. Toggling the Run/Off Switch to the OFF
position will turn OFF all electrical components which previously continued to operate.


If the Air Pressure Switch Opens and then Closes before three seconds have elapsed; all electrical
components including the fuel feed system will start back up again, this is due to an internal delay
within the PC Board Control Box.


Cable Harness w/Jumper Wires (12) -- Used to supply power to all previously mentioned
electrical components.


Extension Harness (14) -- Used to supply power from the above Cable Harness to the PC Board
Control Box. Typically under higher burn settings the Auger Motor will tend to run hotter which
in turn causes the Auger Motor to coast longer during an OFF cycle. To prevent inaccurate feed
rates caused by excessive Auger Motor coasting; a 500 Ohm-12 Watt Power Resistor is lugged in
parallel with the blue and yellow wire, this device electrically brakes the Auger Motor during an
OFF cycle of the fuel feed system.


Power Cord (9) -- Used to supply 120 Volts AC from a standard wall outlet to the above Cable
Harness. The Power Cord includes a standard three prong (Line, Neutral and Ground) plug for
U.L. safety approval, cord lengths will vary depending upon pellet stove configurations.
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Mechanical


Refer to detailed drawings (located in this handbook under section entitled, Illustrated Parts).


Door Assembly


Location: The door assembly is in the front center of the stove.


The assembly consists of the cast iron door (except for the Bayport which has a metal
frame door), the window, the door latch and gasket.


Purpose: The door provides access to the fire box and holds the window glass. The gaskets
provide air tight seals into the fire box. The latch secures the door.


Operation: The door is hinged on the left side. It must remain closed during operation of the
stove. The gaskets must make an air tight seal for the stove to operate properly.


Ash Door


Location: The ash door is located in the front lower part of the stove (under the main door).


Purpose: The ash door provides access to the ash pan and ash traps clean outs. The door holds
the ash tray up against the ash trap clean out openings.


Operation: The ash door is hinged on the left side. It is latched with a thumb screw. The door
must be tightly closed during operation. The ash door gaskets must fit tight against
the side of stove’s fire box.


Ash Pan


Location: The ash pan is in the bottom of the fire box, behind the ash door.


Purpose: The ash pan holds from one to several days ashes depending on type and amount of
fuel burned.


The back sides of the ash pan butts up against the clean out traps openings. Pressure from the ash
door pushes the ash pan up against and seals the openings to the ash traps.


Ash Traps


Location: The fly-ash traps are located behind the ash pan.
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Heat Exchange Tubes


Location: The heat exchange tubes are located in the top of the fire box. The back end of the
tubes are over the hot air plenum. The front of the tubes extend through the front wall
of the stove.


Purpose: The heat exchange tubes transfer heat from the fire box into the room air that is blown
through the tubes.


Heat Exchange Tube Scraper


Location: Above the door and below the grill.


Purpose: This rod, when pulled back and forth, cleans the heat exchange tubes of ash buildup.


Air Plenums


Location: The hot air plenum is located behind the fire box.


The warm air plenum is located behind the hot air plenum.


Purpose: The hot air plenum carries the hot exhaust gases from the fire box to the exhaust cham-
ber. This plenum also houses the “ash whips”. These whips help remove fly ash from
the exhaust gases.


The warm air plenum carries room air from the convection fan, past the hot air plenum
where it picks up heat. The room air is then delivered through the heat tubes and under
the hopper into the room.


Auger Assembly


Location: The auger is located in the bottom center of the hopper.


Purpose: The auger is the mechanism that transports pellets from the hopper to the burn grate.
The 2 RPM motor located at the back of the auger is controlled by the operators control
box and is cycled on and off at varying rates depending on the fuel switch setting.







Self Clean Grate


Location: The clean sweep grate assembly is located in the lower, center part of the stove. It starts
in the fire box with the burn box and grate, extends back through the air plenums with
the connecting rod and ends in the lower back part of the stove with the drive motor
and motor mount.


Purpose: The purpose of the clean sweep is to allow for the burning of a wide range of pellet
fuels by keeping the burn grate clean of ash buildup.


Air Inlet Damper


Location: The air inlet damper is located on the rear of the intake/exhaust manifold.


Purpose: The inlet damper is to adjust combustion air flow to match the characteristics of
specific air inlet and chimney configurations and can be adjusted to allow for a broad
range of pellet quality.
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Preventive Maintenance


Preventive maintenance is important to maintain the life of any appliance you own. The same is true
with the St. Croix pellet stove. This stove has been designed in such a way to minimize preventive
maintenance, thus minimizing any corrective maintenance, while maintaining a very user friendly
pellet stove. Just like the owner of a car would perform preventive maintenance, the owner of a
pellet stove would perform preventive maintenance to maximize its performance. The interval of
time for each maintenance item will vary depending on the fuel used, as discussed previously in
the section entitled “Wood Pellets”. Improper or lack of preventive maintenance will result in a poor
operating stove, poor flame patterns, excessive smoke and possible stove damage.


Types of Preventive Maintenance


Routine (as needed 1 to 7 days) -- (Performed by Customer)
a) Inspect the burn grate and burn pot. Clean as needed.
b) Clean out the ash tray.
c) Clean the window.
d) Clean/polish the plated surfaces with a soft cloth and a mild glass cleaner.
e) Inspect the flame for a sharp, white/yellow flame.


Periodic (as needed 1 to 3 months) -- (Performed by Customer or Service Tech)
a) Clear the burn grate holes.
b) Clean out the ash traps (behind ash pan).
c) Clean the combustion chamber floor.
d) Clean the hopper.
e) Clean/dust the area under the hopper.
f) Inspect and clean, as needed, the PL vent tees and exhaust vents.
g) Inspect and clean, as needed, the combustion and convection (room air) fan blades.


Seasonal (as needed 6 to 12 months) -- (We recommend service be performed by Service Tech)
a) Perform steps 1 and 2 above.
b) Remove all sawdust, pellets and ash from the stove after the burning season.
c) Inspect and clean the entire exhaust system.
d) Inspect and clear any obstructions from the air inlet piping.
e) Remove air deflector from behind burn grate and clean air wash screen.
f) Inspect door and ash pan gaskets.
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Maintenance During Installation


We recommend that all stoves be pre-burned at the dealership prior to being installed. This is true
regardless if it is customer installed or professionally installed.


We have found that the majority of service calls within the first 30 days of sale of the stove could
have been prevented if the stove had been pre-burned at the dealership.


Pre-burning at the dealership:
a) Saves time and expense of corrective action should the stove have a defective part.
b) Increases owner confidence that he is getting a stove that has been tested by his “local dealer” to


ensure customer satisfaction with the product.
c) Eliminates break-in orders and ensures the owner they’re getting a “ready to burn stove”.
d) Saves dealers money by reducing service calls that could have been prevented.


Air Pressure Check (Draft Pressure) -- Air pressure readings have value in determining if there is a
significant problem with the stove, such as the main or ash door seal, or the stove installation.
This test should be performed on a cold stove with the damper in the FULL OPEN position. It
assumes the control box potentiometers are at the factory settings. (See Data Table, page 23).


a) Before any stove leaves the store, verify cold stove pressures to double check for a door gasket
or firebox leak problem in the stove.


b) During installation of the exhaust system, check the stove pressure readings to ensure that they
are within the cold stove parameters.


c) During the initial burn, after showing the customer how to operate and maintain the stove, and
prior to leaving the customer’s home, verify air pressure readings are within initial burn param-
eters (should be approximately 1/2 of cold stove readings).


Normal Draft Readings:


COLD: (no fire, power on empty hopper)
Control Box in position 6 HI: 0.26 to 0.42"
Control Box in position 1 LO: 0.04 to 0.06"


INITIAL BURN (burning less than 4 hours, no inlet pipe, exhaust pipe less than 4 ft. long and 3/4 to
full hopper).


Control Box in position 6 HI: 0.10 to 0.20"
Control Box in position 1 LO: 0.02 to 0.05"
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Factors the Decrease the Draft Pressure


a) Altitude**
b) The following factors are in addition to installation procedure:


1) Increasing the exhaust pipe vertical length. **
2) Not increasing exhaust pipe diameter when required for installation. **
3) Increasing the horizontal exhaust pipe length. **
4) Increasing the number of tees and elbows: the exhaust vent piping will, for most applications,


have two (2) 90 degree bends. More than three (3) bends in the exhaust vent is NOT
RECOMMENDED.


5) Increasing the air inlet pipe length recommended for installation without increasing the diam-
eter of the pipe.  It is recommended to increase the air inlet pipe to 3" diameter for runs over
ten (10) feet and at elevation over 4000'. Excessive runs (12 to 15 feet+) should be avoided.


6) Back pressure on the stove caused by wind direction and velocity directly into the exhaust
termination point.


7) Increasing the number of elbows in the inlet pipe run.


** Use the following exhaust vent guidelines; the size of the vent pipe begins at the stove exhaust.


Type of Installation Size Recommendation


• 1) Less than 10' Horizontal 3" Acceptable
• 2) 10' to 12' Horizontal 4" Recommended
• 3) Over 12' Horizontal 4" Required


NOTE: Horizontal installation > 12' is NOT RECOMMENDED
• 4) Vertical less than 15' 3" Recommended
• 5) Over 15' Vertical 4" Required
• 6) Above 4000' elevation 4" Recommended
• Elbows substantially reduce the overall acceptable length, when in doubt use the next larger size.


Factors That Increase The Draft Readings


a) Air draw on the stove caused by wind direction and velocity perpendicular to the exhaust termi-
nation point. The "Venturi" effect draws air out of the stove faster, thus increasing the vacuum in
the stove.


b) Tall chimneys that have good natural draft will increase draft readings.


c) Although the stoves have been tested and approved for direct vent installations it is recom-
mended that there be a minimum of a 3' vertical rise, this will prevent any smoke backup in case
of a power failure to the stove.
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Adjustments


Flame Pattern Interpretation


The most effective method by which to determine the proper ratio of combustion air to pellet fuel
is to observe the name pattern. This should only, be observed after the stove has been operating at
the desired Heat Adjust selection for a period of time. Even though a Negative
Air Pressure Gauge measures quite accurately; visual observation of the flame pattern tends to be
a highly effective diagnostic tool as well. Flame pattern height will vary relatively proportional to
each Heat Adjust Selection made. Unfortunately poor combustion can be caused by multiple
contributors and only through proper diagnosis can the correct cause be found. Pellet fuel
Inconsistencies tend to be one of the largest factors which contribute to flame pattern
irregularities. By faithfully following the Preventive Maintenance program and making slight Air
Inlet Damper adjustments; the flame pattern can usually be easily corrected. If more corrective
action is needed; two potentiometer adjustments on the PC Board Control Box are available for
optimizing the fuel to air ratio.


Flame Pattern Characteristics


Correct Flame Pattern -- Bright yellowish-white flame with a brisk movement, having sharp
pointed end tips extending up towards the Heat Exchange Tubes while forming a fan-like shape.
Small amounts of ash and some live sparks being blown out from the Burn Pot area is considered
normal operation.


Incorrect Flame Pattern -- Dark orangish-brown flame with a lazy movement, having black
smoky end tips curling up and over the Heat Exchange Tubes while forming a fireball-like shape.
Ash or live sparks which are not blown out from the Burn Pot area is considered abnormal
operation. Extremely black soot forming on the ceramic glass surface is a sign of very poor
combustion and should not be overlooked. At the other end of the spectrum; an extremely brisk
flame which blows large pieces of live coal out from the Burn Pot area is also considered
undesirable.
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PC Board Control Box Potentiometer Adjustments
Refer to Figure 4, for a detailed drawing and data table to the following points.


The PC Board Control Box offers two easily accessible potentiometer adjustments to help
enhance the stoves' operating performance. Due to uncontrollable variables such as; various
exhaust stack installation configurations, excessive high or low altitude conditions, and the quality
level of pellet fuel burned; there may be the need to set the adjustments to another position to
improve the air flow or fuel feed performance. For most customers there should not be the need
to make any fine tuning adjustments , since all control boxes have been previously adjusted and
factory tested.


Prior to making any potentiometer adjustments, visually check the PC Board Control Box
potentiometer positioning with that of the following detailed drawing to determine if adjustments
need to be made. (NOTE: Always use a potentiometer adjusting tool, these have an isolated flat
blade end tip for electrically safe potentiometer adjustments, never use a metallic screwdriver.) If
the potentiometer positioning does not match the drawing, then follow the instructions below on
how to set both potentiometers to factory adjusted settings. Now try burning the stove at these
settings; if the stove now performs satisfactorily, no further adjustments are necessary.


Please use caution if adjustments need to be made other than the recommended factory settings
when obtaining your desired stove operating performance level. By incorrectly adjusting these
potentiometers, stove operating performance levels will decrease and could potentially cause
safety concerns, if a reasonable fuel to air ratio is not maintained.


Low Fuel Feed Adjustment -- Adjusts the ON and OFF timing cycle of the fuel feed system for
only the position #1 setting of the Heat Adjust Selector. All remaining positions of the Heat
Adjust Selector are set to a fixed value and are not effected by this adjustment.


Instructions for duplicating the factory setting:


1. See detailed drawing for visual potentiometer positioning. (See Page 50)
2. Set Heat Adjust Selector to position #1 setting.
3. Measure the duration of time the Fuel Feed Light remains ON; a value of (1.80 - 1.90)
    seconds is recommended.
4. Adjust the potentiometer accordingly to obtain the above value.
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Room Air Fan/Combustion Exhaust Fan -- Adjusts the speed of both these two fans for only the first
three position settings of the Heat Adjust Selector. The last three positions of the Heat Adjust Selector are
set to a fixed value and are not effected by this adjustment.


Instructions for duplicating the factory setting:


1. See detailed drawing for visual potentiometer positioning.
2. Set Heat Adjust Selector to position #1 setting.
3. Locate the point where the two white Molex Connectors adjoin the two stove cables together on


the left-hand-side of the stove near the Air Pressure Switch.
4. Measure the voltage across the Red Pin 6 Wire and across the White Pin 1 Wire; a value of (70 -


72) Volts AC is recommended. Push the Multimeter/Voltmeter probe leads into  the back of the
designated Molex Pin slots.


5. Adjust the potentiometer accordingly to obtain the above value.


Data Table


Heat Adjust Fuel Feed Light On Room/Comb. Fans Pellet Fuel
Selection (Seconds) AC Voltage) (Lbs./Hour)


1 1.80 - 1.90 70 - 72 1.55 - 1.75
2 2.25 - 2.40 78 - 81 1.80 - 2.20
3 3.00 - 3.20 92 - 95 2.40 - 2.80
4 3.65 - 3.90 115 - 119 2.90 - 3.40
5 4.40 - 4.65 115 - 119 3.45 - 4.05
6 4.85 - 5.15 115 - 119 4.10 - 4.70


NOTE: As the On time of the Fuel Feed Light increases the OFF time proportionally decreases; the addi-
tion of the ON time and the OFF time equals one complete duty cycle. All six Heat Adjust Selections have a
total ON/OFF duty cycle of (8.50 - 9.00) seconds.







Figure 4.


Heat Adjust Selection Fuel Feed Light On (Seconds) Air Fans (Voltage)


1 1.80 - 1.90 70 - 72
2 2.25 - 2.40 78 - 81
3 3.00 - 3.20 92 - 95
4 3.65 - 3.90 115 - 119
5 4.40 - 4.65 115 - 119
6 4.85 - 5.15 115 - 119


* TOTAL ON/OFF DUTY CYCLE TIME FOR ALL SIX HEAT ADJUST SELECTIONS IS
BETWEEN 8.50 - 9.00 SECONDS. NOTE: AS THE ON TIME INCREASES THE OFF TIME
DECREASES, AN ADDITION OF THE ON TIME AND THE OFF TIME EQUALS ONE
DUTY CYCLE.


Low Fuel Feed
Adjustment


Room Air Fan &
Combustion Exhaust


Fan Adjustment


8 o’clock
(Minimum)


4 o’clock
(Maximum)


2 o’clock
(Nominal)


7 o’clock
(Maximum)


11 o’clock
(Minimum)


2 o’clock
(Nominal)
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TROUBLESHOOTING


Electrical Wiring/Component Failure


When called to service a stove problem it is best to get as much information from the customer as
possible, many problems can be isolated over the phone. This practice of asking the “right” ques-
tions will save you time and also instill customer confidence, in being prepared to solve his problem
in a timely manner. Some typical questions to ask include:


1) How long has the stove been in use?
2) Have you changed brands of pellets?
3) Is the malfunction consistent or intermittent?
4) Is the noise or malfunction at certain heat settings?
5) How long has this been happening?
6) Is it getting progressively worse?
7) Has it been maintained regularly as in routine maintenance?
8) Does the flame pattern change when a door or window is opened?
9) If it is a noise problem, does the noise increase as the heat adjust is turned up?


Electrical Component Failures


Although we take every measure possible to ensure reliability of our stoves, there may be some
component failures. Fortunately, there are only eight electrical components:


1) Control box 5) Grate Motor
2) Auger Motor 6) High Limit Switch
3) Room Fan 7) Low Limit Switch
4) Combustion Fan 8) Air Switch


If you have a St. Croix Stove Tester, follow the instructions as explained in that manual to determine
the failed component.


All electrical components can be tested in place on the stove using a multi-meter.


A component’s failure to operate may be due to several different causes, they are:


• The component fails.
• The device that controls the component fails.
• The wiring harness to or from the component is opened or shorted.


When a component fails to operate, several “quick checks” should be made prior to changing out the
component.
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The quick checks are:


1) Determine if electricity is getting to the component.
For most components this should be made at the closest point where the component
connects to the wiring harness, (it may be necessary to cut the “wire ties” that bundle the wires
together).


2) Determine if there is continuity in the wires between the component, its controls and its power source.
3) Determine if the controls for the component are functioning correctly.


NOTE: Severe damage to a component can occur if an existing component is checked by only “plugging in”
a new component. A “short” elsewhere in the stove can cause the new component to burn out when
plugged in.


The following is a list of problems, you may encounter, followed by a description of possible causes.


To Aid you in troubleshooting please refer to the diagnostic charts following this section.


Refer to the wiring diagram on page 80P54313 while going through these steps.


Problem:
Combustion fan does not run.


Possible Causes:
1. Defective fan motor -- Check for 70-120 volts across black and white wires on combustion motor. If


voltage is present, replace motor.


2. Loose wire lug or molex connectors, check connectors’ tightness.


3. Defective control box -- Check for 70-120 volts between black wire on motor and red wire - pin #5
on molex connector. If no voltage is present replace control box.


Problem:
Room air fan does not run.


Possible Causes:
1. Defective fan motor -- Check for 70-120 volts across the two wires on the motor, if voltage is


present replace motor.


2. Loose wire lug or molex connector, check connectors for tightness.


3. Thermal overload in combustion fan has opened up. If no voltage was present in step #1 check for
70-120 volts between brown wire and white wire of combustion fan, if no voltage is present and
combustion fan runs while stove is cold, replace combustion fan.


Problem:







Grate motor does not run.


Possible Causes:
1. Defective grate motor -- Check for 120 volts between the two black wires on the grate motor, if


present, replace grate motor.


2. Air Switch is open -- Remove clear tube from air switch, if motor now runs, the switch is sensing
back pressure. If this is a new installation, it is probable that the length of the exhaust run is too long
for the diameter of the pipe used or too many elbows or the screen or cap is causing enough restric-
tion to trip the air switch. Recheck the installation. If the stove does not run with the tube removed,
check voltage between the blue wire of the low limit switch and the black wire of the air switch. If
voltage is present, replace the air switch.


3. Defective Control Box -- If voltage was not present in step 2, replace control box.


Problem:
Auger does not run.


Possible Causes:
1. Defective auger motor -- Check for 120 volts cycling on the two black leads of the motor. If voltage


is present, replace motor.


2. Defective high limit switch -- With the stove cold, place a jumper across the two leads of the high limit
switch. If the stove now operates - replace high limit switch.


Problem:
Stove will not turn on - no lights - no motors run


Possible Causes:
1. Defective control box
2. Check for 120 volts on white wire, pin #1 and black wire, pin #3 on the molex connector. If voltage is


present replace control box, if not present, check wall outlet for 120 volts.
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COMBUSTION FAN


REPLACE COMBUSTION
FAN


COMBUSTION FAN
DOES NOT RUN


DOES ROOM AIR FAN RUN?


CHECK FOR VOLTAGE AT THE  BLACK AND
WHITE WIRE FROM COMBUSTION FAN


VOLTAGE PRESENT?


CHECK FOR BROKEN BLACK OR WHITE
WIRE.
CHECK BOTH MOLEX CONNECTORS FOR
LOOSENESS OR PINS THAT ARE BACKED
OUT.


MOTOR RUNS?


NO


NO


YES


REPLACE CONTROL BOX


NO


REPLACE COMBUSTION
FAN


YES
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ROOM AIR FAN


REPLACE
ROOM AIR
FAN


ROOM AIR FAN
DOES NOT RUN


CHECK  FOR VOLTAGE THE TWO
BLACK WIRES FROM THE ROOM AIR
FAN


VOLTAGE PRESENT?


FOLLOW STEPS IN
COMBUSTION FAN
DIAGNOSTIC CHART


YESDOES COMBUSTION
FAN RUN?


YES
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AUGER MOTOR


CHECK FOR BLOCKAGE IN THE
EXHAUST SYSTEM OR CHECK
FOR DEFECTIVE AIR SWITCH


AUGER MOTOR
DOES NOT RUN


HAS THE “FUEL START” BUTTON ON THE
CONTROL BOX BEEN PUSHED


CHECK FOR VOLTAGE AT THE WIRES FOR
THE AUGER MOTOR


IS THERE VOLTAGE PRESENT?


DISCONNECT THE CLEAR PLASTIC TUBE
FROM THE COMBUSTION FAN TO THE AIR
SWITCH


DOES THE MOTOR NOW RUN?


NO


NO


YES


DISCONNECT POWER TO THE STOVE AND
THE LEADS TO THE HIGH LIMIT SWITCH,
OHM ACROSS THE HIGH LIMIT SWITCH.


IS THE SWITCH OPEN?


NO


CHECK FOR JAMMED AUGER
OR REPLACE AUGER MOTOR


YES


CHECK BOTH MOLEX CONNECTORS OR
REPLACE CONTROL BOX


NO


REPLACE HIGH LIMIT SWITCHYES
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GRATE MOTOR


CHECK BOTH MOLEX
CONNECTORS OR
REPLACE CONTROL BOX


GRATE MOTOR DOES NOT RUN


HAS THE "FUEL START" BUTTON ON THE
CONTROL BOX BEEN PUSHED?


CHECK FOR VOLTAGE AT THE TWO BLACK
LEADS FROM THE GRATE MOTOR


VOLTAGE PRESENT?


DOES THE AUGER MOTOR RUN?


NO


YES


REPLACE GRATE MOTOR
YES


FOLLOW STEPS IN AUGER MOTOR DIAGNOS-
TIC CHART


NO


               YES







Illustrated Parts Breakdown
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St. Croix Stoves
Recommended Service Supplies


Tie wraps (4" long)


RTV silicone


Cloth rags


WD-40


Windex


Firestarter


Matches


Metallic Black paint (Stove Bright, High Temp Stove Paint #6309)


Pellets


Door Gasket Cement (OEM pack 2 oz.)


Wire lugs (3/16" male and female, 1/4" male and female)


Assorted hardware (nuts, bolts, screws and door clips)
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St. Croix stoves
Recommended parts list


It is recommended that a St. Croix Dealer stock at least one each of all electrical parts listed in earlier sections of
this manual. Also one each of all gaskets and rope gasket kits to cover all models. This minimizes shipping costs and
speeds up response time when on service calls. Frequently a stove can be fixed on the first service call if replace-
ment parts are in stock.







St. Croix Pellet Stoves
Recommended Service Tools


St. Croix Stove Tester


Stop Watch


Digital multimeter


Heat Gun


Vacuum cleaner


Soldering iron or gun


Allen wrench set (sizes 5/64" thru 1/4")


Lug crimper (Hytool Burndy #Y10MU)


Diagonal cutters (medium)


Wire strippers (26 thru 16 gauge)


Vise grips (small)


Utility knife


Tape measure (12 ft. long)


Vinyl elec. tape (Scotch Super 33+)


Wrench set (sizes 1/4" thru 1/2" & 3/4")


Phillips head screw driver (sm. & med.)


Flat blade screw driver (sm., med. & lg.)


Hex head driver set (sizes 1/4" thru 1/2")


Potentiometer and capacitor adjusting tool (isolated
flat blade end tips for electrically safe potentiometer
adjustments)


Magnehelic pressure gauge (0-1.0 inches of water)


Battery operated drill (1/4" or 3/8" drill chuck)


Speedometer cable (2 ft. long)


Drive socket set (4" long 1/4" drive and 6" long 3/8"
drive, socket sizes 1/4" thru 1/2" standard and
deepwell, 3" and 6" extensions w/1/4" drive, 3/8" to
1'4" drive adaptor and universal joint


Adjustable wrench (8" long)


Pliers (6" long)


T-handle allen wrench (8" long 1/8" drive)


Flashlight
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Technical
Bulletins
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EVEN TEMP, INC.
P.O. BOX 127


WACO, NE 68460
PHONE 1-800-331-8862


FAX 1-402-728-5379


TECHNICAL BULLETIN
RE: Rheostat control of the room fan on all St. Croix stoves


6-3-97


Beginning with St. Croix serial # 2935 all stoves will have a rheostat to control the room air fan. This allows
the customer to choose the speed of the room fan that they prefer. A fan limit thermodisc has been added
that will turn the fan on high when the stove is operating on the higher feed settings. This will keep the unit
from getting too hot if the rheostat is on low and the stove is running on high. The thermodisc switches when
the temperature in the air jacket reaches 170 degrees F.


If you have any questions or comments please call our technical support department.
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EVEN TEMP, INC.
P.O. BOX 127


WACO, NE 68460
PHONE 1-800-331-8862


FAX 1-402-728-5379


TECHNICAL BULLETIN
RE: Remote Dampers On Somerset and Bayport St. Croix


5/30/97


Beginning with production in May of 1997, serial numbers 2885 and higher, all Bayports and Somersets will
have a remote damper installed at the factory. The Bayport remote damper is installed so that the faceplate
can be removed without disturbing the control. It is located just to the left of the pellet slide. When removing
the faceplate assembly for service, simply remove the 8 x 1/2 sheet metal screw to the left of the damper
control knob. That will detach the damper control panel from the faceplate assembly and the panel stays
attached to the hopper assembly.


The Somerset remote damper will be located on the left bay side. The unit will come with the remote
damper cable coiled up and attached to the side of the unit. After installing the left bay side and before
sliding the insert into the fireplace opening, simply detach the cable from the side of the insert, leaving it
connected to the intake damper. Place the small spring provided over the end of the cable and insert the
cable through the hole provided in the left bay side, with the small spring between the collar on the cable and
the inside of the left bay side. Make sure the damper is in the closed position. While pushing in lightly on the
cable to partially compress the spring, position the knob so that the line on the knob points toward the
closed mark on the label and tighten the set screw. Check for proper operation of the damper. Now you
can finish your installation.


Please make sure that all of your dealers and/or service people get this bulletin and keep it in your perma-
nent file for future reference.


We here at St. Croix have an ongoing commitment to you, our customers. In that vein, we have dedicated
ourselves to continual research and development on our line. We depend on you, our customers to help us
identify areas in which we can improve. We value your suggestions and look forward to being able to
implement them wherever possible. We hope the addition of this damper will make it easier to operate and
service your St. Croix unit. Thank you for choosing St. Croix.
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EVEN TEMP COMPANY
P.O. BOX 127


WACO, NE 68460
PHONE 800-331-8862


FAX 402-728-5379


TECHNICAL BULLETIN
ST. CROIX PELLET STOVES


2-7-97
RE: DOOR HANDLE PLATES


It has come to our attention that there have been some problems with breaking door handle assem-
blies for St. Croix stoves. It hasn’t been an epidemic, but as you know any time your customer can’t
use his stove because of something relatively insignificant, you have an irritated customer. It has
been determined that the standoff that the handle rotates on has too thin of wall and if the gasket in
the door is a little too stiff, the standoff can break. To remedy this situation, we have changed the
type of standoff and the method of attaching it to the handle plate. Instead of pressing it in the handle
plate we now TIG weld it. The standoff is also slightly larger in diameter than the old standoff. If
you have to replace a handle plate in the field and want to use the old handle, you will need new
handle washers and drill out the handle with a letter O drill. The part number for the new washer is
80P52139. Beginning with serial number 2601 all St. Croix units will have the updated handle
plates. Also, in the old handle assemblies we used a 10-32 x 1/2 button socket head cap screw. We
will now use a 10-24 x 3/8 button socket head cap screw. This is the same screw that we use to
attach the handle plate to the door. The part number for the screw is 10-24x3/8BSHCS. Please keep
this bulletin for future reference and inform your dealers and technical support people of this change.


We know that you have your choice of pellet products and we truly appreciate your choosing St.
Croix. If you have any questions or comments, please call our technical support department.
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FIG. 3


8OP52133 - FOR NON-IGNITOR STOVES


FIG. 4


8OP52038 - FOR IGNITOR STOVES
NOTE - ONLY VISIBLE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TWO
PLATES IS EXTRA HOLE ON LEFT SIDE OF 8OP52133.
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EVEN TEMP COMPANY
P.O. BOX 127


WACO, NE 68460
PHONE 800-331-8862


FAX 402-728-5379


TECHNICAL BULLETIN
RE: St. Croix control board


4-1-98


Starting with serial # 3351 we've made some of the changes that our St. Croix dealers have
been asking for. The feed rates on the board have been changed to allow for smaller increases
on the lower settings of the board. The “Cycle Time” on the board is also adjustable to fine tune
the stove, depending on the type of fuel used in the stove. The combustion fan voltage is adjust-
able on settings 1 through 5 now instead of only on settings 1 through 3.
There are three potentiometers on the board to make these adjustments. To fit them on the
board we had to install them on the back side of the board. This is a little bit inconvenient for
making the adjustments and we're sorry for that, but it was the only way to fit them on this
version of the board.
The potentiometers are listed as A, B and C in figure 1.
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A is the potentiometer for adjusting the combustion fan voltages on setting 1 through 5. Setting 6
is set at line voltage.
B is the potentiometer for adjusting the “On Time” on setting 1 only. This allows setting 1 to be
fine tuned if needed.
C is the potentiometer for adjusting the “Cycle Time” on the board. The range is 8.5 seconds to
10.5 seconds. This allows the feed rates to be slowed down on all 6 settings of needed. This is
particularly handy if a source of pellets are being used that are extremely short. This type of fuel
tends to feed at a much faster rate. By lengthening the “Cycle Time” the feed rates on all 6
settings will slow down.
Another new feature on this board is that it is ignitor capable. This makes it even easier to install
the optional ignitor system.
One added benefit is that the auger now runs for 10 minutes during start-up with or without an
ignitor in the unit.


Jumper D in figure 2 enables the ignitor function on the board. The default setting is with this
function enabled and should be left that way.
Jumper E in figure 3 is to enable the stove for thermostatic control. The jumper should be
placed on the 2 ins that are open to set the board up for thermostat control. See figure 1 for
locations of jumpers and sides they are viewed from.


If you have any questions about this new board, please call Technical Support at Even Temp.
The phone number is: 1-800-331-8862, Ext. 17.
Thank you for mking St. Croix the pellet stove of your choice.


FIGURE 2 FIGURE 3


DATA TABLE
Heat Adjust Fuel Feed light on Combustion Fan Pellet Fuel


selection (seconds) AC Voltage) (Lbs.Hour)
1 1.0-1.3 68-70 1.0-1.25
2 2.0-2.2 73-75 1.6-1.75
3 2.8-3.0 78-80 2.25-2.4
4 3.6-3.8 83-85 2.9-3.1
5 4.8-5.0 103-105 3.9-4.0
6 5.7-5.9 117-120 4.5-4.7







Addendum
Technical bulletin for St. Croix control boards


There has been much confusion when replacement control boards are ordered for St. Croix pellet stoves. To
make ordering the correct control board easier, there are several drawings with part numbers and
descriptions to determine which control board is needed for St. Croix stoves based on the serial number of
the stove.


We hope this clears up the confusion surrounding the control boards and are sorry for the inconvenience
this has caused you.
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PART NUMBER 80P20347


Control board 80P20347 is used on all St. Croix stoves with Auto Con Serial numbers and St. Croix
stoves built By Even Temp up to Serial number 1554.


Characteristics of the 80P20347 control board are:


1 - Potentiometer adjustments are on the front of the control board as shown in the drawing. (see holes
in the face plate of the control board as shown in the drawing. (see holes in the face plate of the control
board marked with A and B)


2 - This board has a start button to push that starts the feed system in the stove.


3 - These stoves are not capable of using the ignitor option.
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PART NUMBER 80P21347A


Control board 80P21347A is used on all St. Croix stoves with Serial numbers between 1555 and
3351. After 3351 the control board has the potentiometers on the back of the control board.


Characteristics of the 80P21347A control board are:


1 - Potentiometer adjustments are on the front of the control board as shown in the drawing. (see holes
in the face plate of the control board marked with A and B)


2 - This board uses the insuralite I kit that needs the separate ignitor control board.
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PART NUMBER 80P21347B


Control board 80P21347B is used on all St. Croix stoves with Serial numbers between 3351 and
3547. After 3547 the control board is mounted in the side door instead of on the back of the unit


Characteristics of the 80P21347B control board are:


1 - Potentiometer adjustments are on the back side of the control board. There are 3 potentiometers to
adjust (see A, B, and C in the drawing)


2 - The ignitor connects to F and G on the back side of the control board.
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PART NUMBER 80P22347


This control board is essentially the same as the 80P231347B. The only difference is that the faceplate
is flat to allow the control board to be mounted on the side of the stove. This also has the Rheostat
mounted directly below the control board.


This board is used on all Somerset inserts starting with serial number 3090, (the ignitor hook-ups on this
control board do not work with the Somerset at this time) and higher and all St. Croix stoves with serial
number 3547 and higher.
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INSURE-A-LITE II KIT
FOR SERIAL # 3351 AND HIGHER


INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLING
IGNITOR IN THE STOVE


WARNING: UNPLUG STOVE FROM POWER SOURCE BEFORE
INSTALLING THIS KIT


PLEASE REFERENCE DRAWING ON PAGE 88


1. Remove the ash lip from the front of the stove.


2. Remove the plug in the end of the ignitor tube.


3. Slide the ignitor cartridge in the tube and tighten the set screw. Make sure that the ignitor is
centered in the tube when finished. (Use a small mirror to see back in the tube)


4. Take the ignitor wires and push them through the conduit tube. Reinstall the ash lip on the
front of the stove.


5. Remove he cover plate on the right hand side of the stove and pull the wires through the
side of the air jacket. Push the wires through the rubber grommet and then through the
cover plate. Now insert the grommet in the hole in the cover plate.


6. Find the two 28" red wires that are tied back in the harness. (These wires are located close
to the hopper support bracket) Cut the wire tie and stretch the wires over to the two wires
that belong to the cartridge heater.


7. Connect the wires together. (It doesn't matter which wires hook together)


That's all there is to it.
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INSURE-A-LITE II KIT
FOR SERIAL # 3351 OR LOWER


INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLING
IGNITOR IN THE STOVE


WARNING: UNPLUG STOVE FROM POWER SOURCE BEFORE
INSTALLING THIS KIT


PLEASE REFERENCE DRAWING ON PAGE 88


1. Remove the ash lip from the front of the stove.


2. Remove the plug in the end of the ignitor tube.


3. Slide the ignitor cartridge in the tube and tighten the set screw. Make sure that the ignitor is
centered in the tube when finished. (Use a small mirror to see back in the tube)


4. Take the ignitor wires and push them through the conduit tube. Reinstall the ash lip on the
front of the stove.


5. Remove he cover plate on the right hand side of the stove and pull the wires through the side
of the air jacket. Push the wires through the rubber grommet and then through the cover plate.
Now insert the grommet in the hole in the cover plate.


6. Now you are ready to connect to the control board.


7. Remove the access plate on the back of the stove. It's located below the control board.


8. Snap the circuit board supports into the access plate, using the 4 larger holes.


9. Snap the ignitor board onto the supports.


10. Plug the wiring harness into the control board.


11. Find the insulated spade connectors on the stoves wiring harness. They are located inside the
box where the access plate was removed.


12. Plug the harnesses together, making sure that the wire colors match.


13. Feed the 28" red wires through the plastic bushing in the back of the stove and connect them
to the wires from the cartridge heater. (It doesn't matter which wires hook together)


14. Reinstall the access plate.


ENJOY!
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ST. CROIX TECHNICAL BULLETIN
RE: PEPIN ELECTRICAL LAYOUT


 REPLACEMENT PARTS
 NEW BRICK SETS
 OLD BRICK SETS


We have been a little slow getting any electrical information out to the Dealers and Service Techs. Following are some
pages to add to the St. Croix Service Manual.


There are also a few part numbers missing in the Replacement Parts list in the pricing section. Following is a list of parts
numbers to add to the list.


   Part #                                                          Description
80P20306 Small coil
80P22347-YORK Control board for York Insert
80P22347-PEPIN Control board for Pepin (see page 3)
80P52980 Pepin Grate


91565A132 Threaded Stud now being used for the Pepin Ash Pan (see
Technical Bulletin dated 11-6-01). When replacing an obsolete
style knob used on the Pepin, be sure to order a set of knobs, so
they match.


Bayport and Series I models. Must be ordered with the Knob (see part numbers for the knobs below).


There is a mistake in the numbers for the ash pan knobs in the current parts list. Here is the correct description of the
knobs.


6479K33 is the knob for the Full Pedestal Ash Pan models
6479K53 is the knob for the Pepin, Somerset, Bayport and series I models.
61232518 Obsolete Knob for Pepin (may be replaced with new knob and stud).
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Part number changes to reflect new Brick panels in the St. Croix line.


New Brick sets:
Pepin Brick (fits all Pepin Stoves):


80P52302-LWC Back brick panel
80P52316-LWC Right brick panel
80P52317-LWC Left brick panel


York Insert Brick (fits all York Inserts):
Afton Bay with Control board in Right hand side door


80P21279-B-LWC Back brick panel
80P21279-R-LWC Right brick panel
80P21279-L-LWC Left brick panel


Prescott Series Brick (new brick only fits Prescott stoves starting with serial #7950):


80P21279-B-LWC Back brick panel
80P20279-R-LWC Right brick panel


80P20279-L-LWC Left brick panel


Old Brick sets:
Prescott Series (serial #’s below 7950) with Control board in right hand side door:


80P20279-B-EU Back brick panel
80P20279-R Right brick panel
80P20279-L Left brick panel


Afton Bay with control board mounted on the back of the stove:


80P20279-B Back brick panel
80P21279-R Right brick panel
80P21279-L Left brick panel


All other models with control board mounted on the back of the stove.
All Somerset Inserts and Bayport Zero Clearance Fireplaces.


80P20279-B Back brick panel
80P20279-R Right brick panel
80P20279-L Left brick panel
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PEPIN CONTROL BOARD


We feel there is a need to add part number 80P22347-PEPIN for the Pepin control board. The board is essentially the
same as the board for the freestanding Pellet stoves. The only difference is the timing on the board is set to a lower feed
rate. Adjusting the potentiometer on the back of the control board changes the feed rate (see St. Croix service manual
for instructions on how to adjust the cycle time).


The new number is for the dealers who do not want to mess with making any adjustments before giving it to the
customer or replacing a defective board. 80P22347-PEPIN will look identical to 80P22347. We will write PEPIN on
the back of the control board when it is adjusted for that model and sent out as an 80P22347-PEPIN.


What this means is that a regular control board (80P22347) can still be used for a Pepin. The cycle time needs to be
adjusted 10.5 seconds for a Pepin. Everything else stays the same.
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Pepin Electrical Layout
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ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS


1. The Pepin is provided with a grounded electrical power cord that can extend from the rear of side. This should be
connected to a standard 120 volt AC electrical outlet. The current requirement is approximately 3 amps. (5 amps with
igniter running)


2. The power cord must be carefully routed to avoid contact with any hot or sharp exterior surface areas of the stove.
(Figure 11B) Any stove installed in a mobile home must be electrically grounded to the steel chassis of the home and
bolted to the floor in Model compliance with, and according to building code requirements.


3. In Canada, the electrical installation must meet the applicable requirements for CSA C22.2.
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1 – 80P20003 Convection Fan


2 – 80P20001 Combustion fan


3 – 80P20038 P.O.F. switch


4 – 80P20278 Auger Motor


5 – 80P52628 Vacuum switch


6 – 80P20029 High Limit switch


7 – 80P52632 Control Board


8 – 80P20004 Power Cord


9 – ELD-1-002 Terminal Block


10 – 80P52631 Wiring Harness


Lancaster
Corn Stove


Electrical Layout
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Add Technical Bulletins
 to the back of this manual





